ABOUT TOP LINE BAGS

Top Line Bags is a premier merchant of the finest FIBC bags of all shapes, sizes and needs. We operate on the axiom of “Finest Quality at Finer Value” and offer one of the market’s most comprehensive range of FIBCs including custom order bags, food grade bags, and hygienic/sterilized bags to suit the needs of every industry.

Our strength stems from our strong global network of elite FIBC bag manufacturers. We work closely with our partners to identify market trends and create solutions to tend to the growing global requirements. Our sourcing protocols ensure compliance to all the necessary global standards through stringent testing by FIBC experts. This commitment has allowed us to garner a significant reputation in the market as not just the preferred supplier, but one of the most trusted providers of FIBC bags in the world.

Our methods are strict and our approach adaptive; we have a pan global nexus, and experts governing every facet of our operations. With this rich experience, we are striving to stay ahead with global innovations and become a name to reckon with in the FIBC segment.
PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

Product Features

100% Recyclable
All parts of FIBC are recyclable.

U/V Stabilization
All components of FIBCs are U/V stabilized.

Food Grade
FIBCs are made from food grade polymers.

Fabrics
Coated, uncoated and ventilated in all the colours. Standard FIBCs are white.

Sewing thread
All colours defined by Pantone System.

Sewing types
Normal and dust proof sewing.

Printing
Up to 3 colours and up to 4 sides.

Document Pockets
As per the requirement of buyer - A4 size, A5 size & Zip Lock etc.

Lifting loops
Available in various styles, designs and colours.

Liners
Loosely inserted, shaped, formfit.

Safety Factors
From [5:1, 6:1 & 8:1] as required by the buyer.

Certification
Our FIBCs are certified by Labordate and Cotecna.

Traceability
Each FIBC can be traced back to the order no. and production date.

Product List

01 FIBC/ Jumbo Bags/ Big Bags
Carry large and solid materials in our jumbo bags/bulk bags with large storage capacity.

Types of jumbo bags
Upanel/ 4 Panel Bags
The standard four loop bag with carrying capacity of 1102.31 to 4409.245 lbs.

Circular Type with Cross Corner Loops
Bag has loops stitched on the body of the main fabric, less stitches in the body.

Baffle Bag
FIBCs with baffles sewn inside the body, that also help the bag maintain its shape after filling.

Tunnel Lift Bag
With additional facility to lift the bag using Forklift. Has two tunnels specially designed for the purpose.

Single Loop Bag/Two Loop Bags
Use for 1102.31 to 2204.62 lbs, specifically for agricultural and food products.

Ventilated Big Bag
Breathable bags that help in transportation of perishable products.

UN bags. Sift Proof bags
Special types of bags used for transportation of dangerous material.

Type C Bags
Conductive FIBC Bags.

Silage Bags
Bag for cattle feed.
02 PP Woven Sacks
Our water and moisture proof polypropylene sacks are ideal for packing food grains, spices and fertilizers. They offer ample breathing space for packed grains and are available in a host of fascinating colors, designs and sizes.

Its Salient features are as follows:
• Light weight, easy & cheap to transport
• Bright 2/3/4 color printing offers aggressive marketing prospects
• Can be gusseted to further improve stacking
• Can be coated OR uncoated
• High tensile strength and durability
• Cost effective
• No seepages, especially in poly lined or laminated bags

03 PP Woven fabric & Clear sheets
Our PP wrapping fabric and clear sheets are in sync with international standards and are known for their excellent durability standard amongst our clients. They can be customised in length, weight, gusset, meshes and colors to suit the demands of our clients.

Its Salient Features are as follows:
• Long lasting
• Resistant to heat
• Improved stiffness
• Eco-friendly

04 PP Woven Bale Wrap
We are one of the best providers of Bale Wrap in various Sizes and Grammage. Our wrap has following unique characteristics.
• Contamination control
• Width control
• Flat surface winding
• Winding consistency
• Splice control on each roll
• Quality Fabric
• Good Lamination

05 BOPP Laminated PP Woven Sack
• Lesser weight than traditional paper bags
• Consumes less space
• Strong, puncture & tear resistant
• Moisture proof
• 100% recyclable
• High Gloss & Matte Finishes available
• Resistant to oil and grease
• UV inhibitor
• Made from 100% Vertically Integrated Manufacturing

06 PP Block Bottom Bags
We offer PP woven sacks produced without adhesives, by heat-welding of the coating on the fabric. They combine the following advantages of the traditional sack types i.e. Paper, PE and PP to give a world class product:

The salient feature of these sacks are:
• Strong sacks having almost zero burstage
• Resistant to humid conditions
• Valve for easy filling
• Eco-friendly
• Economical
• Recyclable and reusable
• Excellent non-fading printing, enhancing the packaging look
• Cannot be tampered as is hermetically sealed
• Can withstand rough and multiple handling. Ideal for export where multiple handling occurs to and from load port to discharging port and final destination

07 Container Liner
We provide container liners, especially designed for dry product exporters. The most common sizes are for standard 20 feet and 40 feet export containers.

08 Woven Geotextiles
Geotextiles offered by Top Line are high strength polypropylene woven fabric produced from high tenacity tapes. They are specially designed to be used as a construction material and must have the following functions: separation, filtration, reinforcement, protection and drainage. They find application in construction of roads, dams, erosion control and other similar activities.

09 Woven Ground Covers
We offer PP Woven Ground Covers which provides a perfect solution for controlling weed growth. It prevents the weeds to grow and yet let water and nutrients pass through. The fabric is UV stabilized and lasts even in direct sunlight.

10 Silt Fence
We provide Silt fence manufactured from polypropylene UV resistant tapes. Silt fences are perimeter controls, typically used in combination with (properly designed) sediment basins and sediment traps, as well as erosion controls, which are designed to retain sediment in place where soil is being disturbed by construction processes. A silt fence is a temporary sediment control device used on construction sites to protect water quality in nearby streams, rivers, lakes and bays.
OUR IDEOLOGY
We are not mere agents, but your partner in selecting the right FIBC bag for your business. Our all-inclusive products portfolio, coupled with our expertise in the segment make us a holistic destination for 360° FIBC bag solutions.

Insights Generation
Through analysis of clients’ needs

Reliable Sourcing
From top manufacturers

Value Orientation
With best-in-the-market costs

Logical Logistics
To get you the right bag at the right time

ASSURANCE OF QUALITY
At Top Line, Quality is not just a statement, it is our fundamental way of business. Nothing from our premises leaves without being tested for global standards compliance. Furthermore, we have partnered with elite manufacturers of FIBC, who themselves adhere to world-class quality standards.

We also monitor global trends, and work closely with our manufacturing associates to produce bags that are concurrent with market trends.